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The VISION is an innovative, robust service and 
assembly case with an attractive design. The 
aluminum frame with sturdy plastic corners additi-
onally stiffens the impact-resistant polycarbonate 
case. An easy-to-use one-handed central closure, a 
special lid brake, easy-to-remove tool plates, and a 
foam-equipped cover for the sorting boxes in the 
bottom are features that make every worker‘s job 
easier. The VISION withstands payloads of up to 
35 kg. The sorting boxes and grid dividers can be 
varied and adapted to your own wishes. The 4-way 
adjustable trolley, which is equipped with three 
extra storage compartments and two ball-bearing, 
smooth-running wheels, is removable and can easily 
be retrofitted to the VISION 2101 model.

VISION 2100/2101

Tool boards can be removed individually The tool plates have brush holders on the 
front and textile pockets on the back for 
tools

Premium Class tool cases
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VISION 2100/2101

One-hand lever central lock with individually adjustable combination lock 
locking the bottom cover panel 

10 matching sorting boxes in 4 different sizes can be exchanged with each other. 
In the other half freely selectable dividers made of plastic lattices.
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VISION 2100
Equipment of the Vision 2100: 
Two tool plates, both with brush holders 
on the front and textile loops on the back, 
offer a variety of tool attachment options 
and can be easily changed or removed. The 
foam-equipped cover plate can be opened 
with the associated lever and fixed to the 
attached rubber for the small parts remo-
val tool plate from the insert boxes. 10 
sorting boxes coordinated in the bottom 
part in 4 different sizes 6 pieces (red) 48 x 
48 x 60 mm, 2 pieces (yellow) 48 x 100 x 
60 mm, 1 piece (blue) 100 x 100 x 60 mm, 
1 piece (green ) 100 x 155 x 60 mm, can be 
variably interchanged. In the other half 
freely selectable dividers made of plastic 
lattices. Detachable trolley version with 
three additional storage compartments 
and ball-bearing wheels.
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Vision 2100 Item-no. 00 2100 8019

Weight

8,7

Dimensions inside Dimensions outside 

435 x 270 x 185540 x 405 x 200

Material Usable volume Load capacity Custom

Polycarbonat 26 litres up to 35kg 4202 12 50

VISION 2100

Comfortable  handle 4-way 
adjustable trolley
Detachable trolley unit 

The 2 tool plates have brush holders on 
the front and textile pockets on the back 
for tools

Various sorting options in the ground

Here you can 
place your 

logo

Trolley drive unit with additional 
compartments.
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VISION 2101

Equipment of the Vision 2101:
Two tool plates, both with brush holders 
on the front and textile loops on the back, 
offer a variety of tool attachment options 
and can be easily changed or removed. The 
foam-equipped cover plate can be opened 
with the associated lever and fixed to the 
attached rubber on the small parts removal 
tool plate from the insert boxes. 10 sorting 
boxes coordinated in the bottom part in 4 
different sizes 6 pieces (red) 48 x 48 x 60 
mm, 2 pieces (yellow) 48 x 100 x 60 mm, 
1 piece (blue) 100 x 100 x 60 mm, 1 piece 
(green ) 100 x 155 x 60 mm, can be variably 
interchanged. In the other half freely selec-
table dividers made of plastic lattices.
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VISION 2101

Tight closure with aluminum profile frame  
One-hand opening, combination lock

Vision 2101 Item-no. 00 2101 8019

Weight

6,2

Dimensions inside Dimensions outside 

435 x 270 x 185490 x 405 x 200

Material Usable volume Load capacity Custom

Polycarbonat 22 litres up to 35kg 4202 12 50

The trolley drive unit 00 2120 8019 can be 
retrofitted on the Vision 2101 and offers 
additional storage compartments.

The 2 tool plates have brush holders on 
the front and textile pockets on the back 
for tools

Various sorting options in the ground

Here you can 
place your logo
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Orders, questions, 
wishes and suggestions:
Tel: +49 6331 1453 200
info@hepco-becker.de

Hepco & Becker GmbH
An der Steinmauer 6
D-66955 Pirmasens
Fax: +49 6331 1453 220
www.hepco-becker.de


